BOAT TEST

SASGA
MENORQUIN
42
The Menorquin 42 has Balearic charm in abundance but how does
it fair amidst the challenging conditions of a blustery Solent?
Words Jack Haines Photos Lester McCarthy
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Charming it
may be but the
flybridge is on
the small side
for a 43ft boat

he approach to Portsmouth Harbour is
not the ideal location for a photo shoot but
try telling that to a snapper who wants an
interesting backdrop. Not only have you got
leisure craft of various sizes streaming out
on their merry way but also the constant
threat of crisscrossing commercial craft
as cross-Solent and cross-Channel ferries
negotiate the main fairway and the somewhat
unpredictable hovercraft offering itself as a
persistent curveball for good measure. Not
to mention the odd Royal Navy ship surging
through the melee like a blue whale through a mass of plankton.
It pays to be alert and at the helm of a craft capable of shrugging
off the challenging sea state that materialises in the shallows
when a stiff breeze and busy tide meet the wash of all this traffic.
The Sasga Menorquin 42 may be a long way from its Balearic
home waters, but it is faring well in the foaming seas of the
Solent. The resin-infused, semi-displacement hull comfortably
absorbs and dispenses with the confused wave pattern as the
upright forefoot works in conjunction with the attractive flared
bow to maintain a soft ride that is commendably dry.
Naval architect Inigo Toledo had ride comfort and fuel
efficiency in mind when designing the hull, which has a fine
entry and shallower aft sections to increase lift at the stern.
A stubby keel aids directional stability and stops the boat
becoming wayward within the marina – all the more important
given that this particular boat isn’t fitted with a bowthruster.
No matter, with a beefy pair of Volvo Penta D4 300hp diesels
on straight shafts the 42 is a dream to spin about in the marina
and reacts obediently to inputs on the stubby, tactile throttles.
Out at sea and perched on the optional flybridge (there is a

SEE MORE

mby.com/sasg

coupé version, too) the 42 picks up gamely as I bury the throttles
to the stops. The D4s come on boost and the boat surges up into
an easy 18-knot fast cruise and a top speed of 22 knots, peeling
through the wave tops and batting larger waves aside as they
attempt to slow its progress. The view from the flybridge helm
bench is terrific, the neatly curved bulwarks coming to a summit
at the brilliantly extravagant solid teak forepeak. The same can’t
be said of the driving position, which forces the helmsman to
lean in to the wheel and stretch to reach the chartplotter as the
seat lacks fore and aft adjustment. The dash is devoid of storage
solutions, too, so there is nowhere to stow a handheld VHF,
mobile phone or even a mug. I have to resort to trapping the
VHF underneath my thigh to stop it skidding to the deck.

A B O AT T H AT D O E S N ’ T C O N F O R M
You won’t be buying this boat if space on the top deck is of
utmost importance, it’s the compromise that must be accepted
for a charming profile that integrates the £37,000 flybridge
module so seamlessly. The dinette on the top deck is just about
large enough to serve drinks and nibbles but nothing more, and
the nod to some sunbathing space aft is really the only solution
that would fit in the limited space available. If you want to stretch
out in the sunshine, the enormous coachroof is a far better bet.
Ergonomics improve at the lower helm where the wheel and
throttles are closer to the seat and there are a couple of spots to
securely stow loose items. There isn’t a door at the helm but a
simple sliding window aids ventilation and
allows the skipper to instruct crew.
Said crew have an easy time on deck
owing to the 42’s wide, deep side decks and
well-protected walkways. Concealed fender
storage space is a little short, though you
could lash them forward of the engines in
the spacious engineroom, but fender holders
on the forward railings come as standard.
The canoe stern with the extended bathing
platform thrusting aft is typical of the
traditional Ilaüt fishing boats on which the
Sasga range is based. The platform and
cockpit are huge on the 42, with enough
space in the latter for a large table and
freestanding chairs to supplement the rather
uncomfortable (optional) cockpit benches.
Because the cockpit is so deep and the decks
so wide the pinch is felt inside the
wheelhouse, especially as having the
flybridge ladder in place means you can’t
open the doors fully unless you swing it out
of the way. That said, the layout is intelligent
and versatile too. The family run business
builds between ten and 15 boats a year

With the galley-up layout the
settee on the port side of the
wheelhouse is sacrificed

The galley is a good size but lacks Both of the bathrooms have an
storage for large pots and pans impressive amount of space

The master bed is set high but
there are steps either side

It’s strange to have no curtains
over the cabin portholes

The mid-cabin berths are set
low to improve headroom
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S P E C I F I C AT I O N
LOA 43ft 3in (13.2m)
Beam 13ft 1in (4.0m)

It makes you smile when you

Draught 3ft 6in (1.1m)

set eyes on it and oozes charm

Displacement 11.3 tonnes (light)
Fuel capacity 1,200 litres
Water capacity 500 litres
RCD category A for 12 people
Designer Inigo Toledo & Sasga yachts

The engine installation is
excellent with good access
and space around the motors

P L AT F O R M
The extended platform is
typical of this style and it’s
where the tender is stowed

The timber highlights on the
exterior look wonderful and
serve a practical purpose too

TOP SPEED
and considers itself a semi-custom shipyard so if the customer is
after something specific there is flexibility. The test boat is galley
down with two cabins but you could have galley up with three
cabins or two cabins and a study or dressing room.
There is an artisan feel to the 42’s interior where the lusciously
varnished teak of the flybridge overhang and cockpit doors
welcome you inside. The cream leather and warm teak of the test
boat doesn’t set the world on fire but the touch of an owner and
some colourful personal effects will help. The fit and finish is
generally very solid, and the doors especially are beautifully
chunky, but there are some anomalies, like the fact that the TV
isn’t fastened down and topples over far too easily at sea.
The cabins are a good size and have access to their own
spacious bathrooms. Two couples could live comfortably on the
42 for a week, the only downside being a lack of full-height
hanging space or places to stow suitcases.

VERDICT
It’s hard not to like the 42 despite some
pitfalls that shouldn’t prove difficult for the
yard to rectify. The way it goes about its
business is so honest and it’s refreshing to
find a boat that feels so comfortable with its
deliberate nonconformity. It makes you
smile when you set eyes on it and oozes
character and charm. It feels proper (it’s

RCD Category A) so it’s no surprise that the UK dealer sees the
Sasga range proving popular with former sailors.
It remains a leftfield choice, partly because of its styling and
partly because of its price – just shy of £530,000 as tested. You
could shop elsewhere and find a boat of the same length with a
far larger flybridge and a more modern, spacious interior for less
money, but the chances are it would lack the Sasga’s charm and
semi-displacement characteristics. That doesn’t just mean secure
all-weather seakeeping and a slam-free ride at 20 knots, it also
means comfortable cruising at 8 knots and a 1,000 mile range.
The 42 has its compromises but they are the same factors
that make it such a unique proposition and, whether its swinging
off the anchor or dodging ferry traffic off Portsmouth, it will
do it in imitable style. CONTACT Edge-Water Marine
Tel: +44 (0)2392 388884; www.sasgayachts.com
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22 KNOTS
with test engine

T H R E E CABINS
With the galley up and out of
the way there is space for a
third cabin on the lower deck

CONSUMPTION

15

450

90 LPH
at 20 knots

30

300
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RANGE

150

300

268 MILES
at 20 knots

Price from £430,242
Raymarine navigation package
£21,534 Raymarine Axiom Pro
Plus MFD, EV400 autopilot, 260 VHF
WINDOW
The simple sliding
window is a useful
addition at the helm

Cockpit bench seats £5,362
Flybridge module £37,217
Bowthruster £7,194

TA K E A SEAT
The ergonomics at
the lower helm are
much better than on
the flybridge

Generator (Onan Cummins 7.5kw) £17,434
Sternthruster £6,930

B AT H R O O M S
Both bathrooms are a really
good size with plentiful
headroom and natural light

NOISE

100
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PRICE

73DB(A)

£527,547
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at 20 knots

200

COSTS & OPTIONS

Air-conditioning (25,000 BTU) £14,734
DASHING
The dashboard is clear
and unfussy, though the
flat panels can be tricky
to read when sitting

G A L L E Y UP
This diagram shows the
galley-up layout with the sofa
replaced on the port side

as tested inc VAT
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PERFORMANCE
TEST ENGINES Twin Volvo Penta D4 300. 300hp @ 3,500rpm. 4-cylinder, 3.7-litre diesels

			 ECO					FAST		

MAX

RPM			1,400 1,800 2,200 2,600 3,000 3,200

3,400

3,600

SPEED			 7.2

9.0

10.2

12.9

16.8

18.0

20.0

22.1

LPH			7.8

16.4

32.0

48.0

70.0

82.0

90.0

100

LPM			1.1

1.8

3.1

3.7

4.2

4.6

4.5

4.5

RANGE			 1,077 622

368

313

279

268

268

265

NOISE			 63
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63

Speed in knots. Calculated figures based on manufacturer readings, yours may vary considerably.
All prices include VAT. 40% fuel, 0% water, 2 crew + minimal stores. 20 degrees air temperature,
short chop, F3 for speed trials.
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